
 
Criteria B: Concept Design 

The Generation and Exploration of Ideas 
 
‘Ideas which meet the specifications must show incremental development based on additional 
research, they should show a story from rough sketch to refined one with decisions based on user feedback 
and alternatives along the way.’ 
 
Once the design brief and specifications have been established, as a designer you need to explore a range of 
possible concepts through modelling (drawing, CAD, Physical modelling etc). As the concepts are developed 
and refined, their feasibility (if they will work) is measured against the specifications, which helps determine the 
most appropriate ideas 
to take forward into the detailed design development phase. Students will use concept modelling to develop 
ideas to meet their specifications, which explore solutions to the problem and justify the most appropriate idea 
for the next stage (detailed development). 
 
Hence Criteria B is split into the following Sections: 
1. Create original, feasible ideas to meet specifications. 
2. Develop and test your ideas against your specifications. 
3. Justify and select one idea for detailed development. 
 
Key Points 
1. Ideas must be measured against Design Specifications 
2. Ideas must show incremental development based on additional Research, they should show 
a story from rough sketch to refined sketch with decisions and alternatives along the way. 
3. A range of Modelling Techniques should be used to test aspect of your ideas ranging 
from appropriate drawing techniques, CAD, Rapid Prototyping & 2D Modelling. 
4. The final solutions will be measured against the specification and user feedback to 
decide which one should be selected to go forward for detailed development. 

 
 

SUMMER HOMEWORK 
Criteria B.1 Original, feasible ideas to meet specifications 

 
Students must - create, develop and refine a range of feasible ideas to meet appropriate 
specifications, which explore solutions to the problem. Ideas must be incrementally developed 
(show progress), refined and measured (through annotation) against the specifications. 
 
This must (Checklist): 
• Generate 9 original ideas using a range of appropriate drawing techniques which meet the criteria 
from the specifications. 
• Annotation to identify key features and explain how they meet the specifications. 
• Undertake additional research as required to help the development of your ideas. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Support with getting the STORY started: 
Always ensure that when you are drawing your ideas you are checking that your ideas include as many of the 
specification points as possible. Draw and develop your ideas incrementally, don’t rub out initial ideas, show 
how they are evolving. 
Designers use many techniques to solve problems and come up with new products. Some methods are given 
below: 
 
BRAINSTORMING 
This can be a quick way of getting started. Normally it is drawn as a bubble/spider diagram. Start with your 
client or problem in the centre and work outwards (E.g. Child’s Interest-animals-pets, wild, cartoon-dogs, cats 
hamsters-sausage dogs, Alsatians). 
Remember there are no right or wrong answers at this stage. (This should not take up much more than one 
quarter of the first page.) 
 
MORPHING 
1. Start with patterns, geometric shapes and forms, natural shapes and forms, man made 
shapes and forms (e.g. other different products or buildings) 
2. Simplify, repeat, enlarge, divide, subtract/add, highlight, outline, rotate or mirror shapes and 
forms to produce new shapes and forms. 
3. Change the texture (shiny metallic, wooden, grating/mesh, padded textiles, holes in surface 
and many more) 
 
INSPIRATION 
 
You may copy ideas or themes that may influence your designs and make them more interesting - you might 
want to use something you have picked up in passing but it is a good idea to do some research. Influences 
might include: 
Work of other designers or architects; E.g. Starck, Anad, Breuer, Graves, Mackintosh or 
Christopher Wren 
 
D&T IB 
Design movements or styles; E.g. Bauhaus, Memphis, Shaker 
Themes e.g. miniature, techno 
Other influences e.g. exhibitions, music or film 
New technologies e.g. as seen in magazines or on T.V. 
You can use the library or the Internet to help you on some of the above. You can cut/copy and 
paste some pictures into your work for further developments. 
 
 
PRODUCT ANALYSIS 
One of the best ways of getting started is to copy ideas from other designs (not necessarily the 
whole product). This might include: 
Styles (shapes, form, colour, texture, materials) 
Design features/structure (base, stand, top, shelf, bracket, joint etc) 
Components/mechanisms (nuts/bolts of various descriptions, levers and linkages etc) 
Fittings and fixtures (knots, handles, hinges, brackets, runners etc) 



 
You can also use product analysis to help with analogous thinking.  This is particularly useful if you have a 
functional problem that needs solving- an idea from a completely different product can be used.  
 
Rubric: 
 

 
 
Sample student work on next page: 
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